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CURRENT INITIATIVES AND HIGHLIGHTS 

11 TRL is the base for Telstra's field trial of ADSL- a revolutionary system 
for delivering video images through the telephone network. Another key 
technology under investigation is the TV 'set-top box' - the 'interface' 
through which customers will access interactive multimedia services 
such as tele-learning. 

21 To deliver multimedia, TRL has been assessing a fast switching technology 
known as ATM-asynchronous transfer mode- which can support integrated 
packets of video, voice, data and text. TRL is helping Telstra set up and operate 
an ATM-based experimental broadband network, Australia's first large-scale 
test platform for multimedia applications. 

31 TRL is playing a leading global role in 
defining TINA - telecommunications 
information networking architecture-a new 
'universal' software architecture that will 
pave the way for the convergence of 
computing, communications, broadcasting 
and advanced network management. TRL 
was the site of the world's first TINA auxiliary 
project, PLATyPus, which produced a set of 
software engineering tools demonstrated to 
the international TINA community in early 
1995. 

TRL has developed one titme world's 
first corporate electronic directories 
based on X500 standards devis~d by 
the International Telecommunica,tions 
Union (ITU). Now beiJg market!d by 
Testra's National Directory Services, 
the on-line directory is a major step 
towards so-called 'intelligent agents' 
- intuitive visual tools thar will select 
and retrieve information from the 
world's databases. 
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51 TRL has developed a comprehensive Human Factors Kit=.a.-detailed set ot styte 
guidelines for systems designers to use in the development of new software for 
Telstra, contributing to corporate efficiency and consistency The Kit is part of TRL's 
move into investigating the usability of technology and systems as an integral part 
of services design. 

61 TRL's expertise in optical amplifier and pre-amplifier equipment enabled it 
to recommend a radical 'repeater-free' option for Telstra's planned optical 
fibre link to Tasmania. The recommendation will save Telstra millions of 
dollars in construction costs and allow it to more easily increase 
transmission speeds and upgrade the link in future. 



DIRECTOR'S FOREWORD 

"The communications network ... will enable the consciousness ef our grandchildren to 
flicker like lightning back and forth across the face ef this planet. They will be able 
to go anywhere and meet anyone at any time without stirring from their homes. All 
the museums and libraries ef the world will be extensions ef their living rooms." 
ARTHUR C. CLARKE, VOICES FROM THE SKY, HARPER & ROW (1965) 

NOEL 'fEEDE 

The author of 2001: A Space Odyssey would no doubt be pleased that his vision of a world 
connected by lnsantaneous communications-a post-Internet world in which a 12-year old 
in Melbourne can as easily chat with a friend in the U.S. or browse through an overseas 
library as he can peruse a textbook-did arrive as predicted. 

This leap from vision to reality has been exponential, not gradual. The most sweeping 
changes i111 cormualcatlens over the past three decades have been compressed into the 
short space of the past few years. Today, technology is changing at a rate that would not 
have seemed possible 30 years ago, when vacuum tubes were more familiar than 
transistors, and microelectronics were unheard of. 

01Jr home and business erwironrnents continually remind us of this. Over the past few 
years, pay TV, open learning, cellular mobile phones, voice-based services and other 

options have brought home communications to a level of sophistication that was once 
the preserve of business. Businesses meanwhile are taking advantage of new 
network services that am slowly collapsing the distance between supplier and 
customer. The 'virtual enterprise' - based on eledronic networks ralher than bricks 

and mortar - is with us. 

In today's telec@mmunications industry, if you think something will happen tomorrow, 
chances are it will happen this afternoon. And as Australia's pre-eminent telecommun 
icati,eins provider, Telstra is right in the thick of it, making major decisions about future 
directions within shorter and shorter timeframes. Never in its history has Telstra had to 
develop so fast, with such an intense focus on so many fronts simultan@ously. 

Apart from forging alliances and partnerships with the world's top media and information 
technology players, Telstra is meeting the challenge of change by making significant 
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investments in technology, taking the information superhighway to the doorstep of 
Australian homes and businesses. 

This is why the knowledge base at TRL (Telstra Research Laboratories) is so vital to 
Telstra's success. TRL brings world-class technological expertise to bear on Telstra's 
investment decisions, making sure those decisions are leading us down a logical 
evolutionary path. Increasingly TRL is being asked to evaluate alternative network 
architectures and weigh up the respective risks. Increasingly, TRL is being tied to Telstra's 
business to extend new strategic initiatives. 

Customers won't have to wait 30 years for the next quantum leap in communications. TRL 
is showcasing emerging technologies to Telstra's business units through its research trials, 
many of them among the most advanced of their kind. Through such trials, feasibility 
studies and demonstrations, Telstra can preview new technologies to get a better feel for 
their potential and limitations. These i1nclude the tecbnnlcqies thatwi11·1 ail low Te:l$lra to 
dei'iver future full integr;ate~ interactive multimedia services. 

Showcasing tachnolcqies i£ enly a part of our jo:b. TRL acts as a strateg·ie resource to 
Ielstra, providing teehfloll'l.g,ic3I advice, collaborating with industry arid -universities, 
developing technical standi\l~ds and' operatimg corporate resources such as NIHC (Telstrn1'£ 
Nciitional Information Resource Centre). 

Through its vision of the Mure, ;its tecnnoloulcal expertise, ,its selee.tive :developnnerit o:f 
technology and its leadership in national and international ~tandards a6tivities, TRL is 
continuing to help drive Ielstra's growth ti!.nd build its competitive adv.~nt3ge i'M1 blrle 
marketplaee. 

NOR TEEDE 
DIRECTOR, TELSTRA RESEARCH' LABOR·ATORIES (TRL') 
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WHAT IS TRL? 

TRL- Telstra Research Laboratories-is 
the corporate research and development 
arm of Telstra Corporation Limited, 
Australia's largest telecommunications 
carrier. TRL is regarded by many as 
Australia's foremost centre for telecom 
munications research and engineering. 

TRL researchers and engineers work in 
partnership with Telstra business units 
to critically evaluate new communi 
cations technologies and standards 
emerging globally, selecting only those 
best suited to the needs of Telstra's 
customers. 

This application-focused research enables 
Telstra to get some way up the 'learning 
curve' before it actually introduces a 
new technology or standard. This means 
a higher return on investment for the 
organisation and better quality service 
for users. 

For instance, Telstra is spending billions 
of dollars to modernise its network- 

Technical standards are playing an 
increasingly important role in the 
convergence of telecommunications, 
computing and broadcasting, ensuring 
that all parts of the future full service 
network will be compatible. Universal 
standards pave the way for a seamless, 
integrated and open environment for 
electronic communication: customers 
can be reassured they won't be 'locked 
in' by competing proprietary standards. 

TRL represents Telstra on a number of 
key international standards bodies that 
formulate specifications for video 
compression, end-to-end operability, 
electronic directories, optical fibre 
transmission and broadband delivery. 
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Teams of engineers, scientists, software 
and artificial intelligence experts, mathe 
maticians, psychologists and technical 
officers collaborate with internal corporate 
Telstra 'customers' in planning new 
products and services. They test new 
technologies in the laboratory. They 
adapt selected technologies to the 
unique conditions under which they 
need to operate in the Telstra network 
and in the Australian environment. They 
initiate exploratory research trials that 
enable Telstra business units to assess 
the potential and limitations of new 
developments. They provide technical 
support to Telstra's field trials. 

taking optical fibre closer to homes and 
businesses, digitalising the network (now 
more than 50 percent digitalised), adding 
multimedia 'muscle' to the network and 
introducing higher levels of artificial 
intelligence and control. Proper testing 
and development of equipment and 
systems will ensure that this is money 
well spent. 

In some strategic areas of technology 
such as security of electronic information - 
overseas developments may be protected 
by export restrictions. In cases like 
these, TRL's strength as a research 
resource is critical, enabling Telstra to 
remain competitive within a deregulated 
global market. 

TRL also plays a major role in assisting 
Telstra to manage its huge investment in 
infrastructure - from standard telephone 
handsets to the most advanced optical 
fibre networks and optoelectronic 
switches. Without a reliable network 
to deliver it, even the most advanced 
service will fail to win customers. 

Throughout 1994, TRL continued to 
initiate research trials and participate in 
field trials designed to test the performance 
of emerging technologies and standards 
that will enable Telstra to deliver future 
visual and interactive services like tele 
shopping and video-on-demand. 

Now part of Telstra's Research and 
Information Technology area, TRL 
works closely with the organisation's 



Information Technology Group, which is 

responsible for designing the operating 

support systems that add intelligence and 

power to the network 'hardware' and to 

customer support functions. About 70 

percent of TRL's research is funded by 

Telstra business units. The remaining 30 

percent is supported by discretionary funding 

allocated for longer-term strategic research. 

TRL has been restructured to reflect Telstra's 

focus on maintaining shareholder value over 

the next few critical years up to and follow 

ing full market deregulation. 

The Laboratories now organise research 

programs and skills through a matrix 

structure designed to retain the strengths of 

skill-based sections, yet promote a greater 

multidisciplinary research effort, providing 

more scope for collaboration with Telstra 

business units. With research skills now 

concentrated on fewer strategic corporate 
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TEST THE PERFORMANCE 

areas and with liaison to be enhanced by 
the appointment of business managers, TRL 
can better focus on corporate needs. 

NIRC, Telstra's National Information 
Resource Centre, is located at TRL. Using 
sophisticated database management and 
information retrieval programs, NIRC staff 
can efficiently locate and compile timely 
reports on changes within the industry, on 
new technologies and on activities of other 
companies and competitors. 

Throughout the past year, TRL continued 
to fund research and fellowships within 
Australian universities. This helps strengthen 
Telstra's current and future skills base in 
telecommunications, which will become 
more important as development cycles for 
new products and services become simpler 
and faster. 

BETTER BUSINESS FOR TELSTRA 
TRL has been a major force behind a number of Telstra successes 
over recent yesrs. 
• TRL delivered the original demonstration system at the 
Priority One3 ™' service to Telstrq.'S Advanced Network Products 
group within six weeks. The Priority One3 TM service is a Telstra 
single-number service that can be used by customers anywhere in 

:iii=:m-:t!t.m--r - Australia to connect to a company's nearest branch or outlet. TRL's 
prompt response not only allowed Ielstt» to get the new service to 
the original customer, it also opened the market tor subsequent 
Priority One3 TM applications. 

• TRL helped Telstra introduce SDH (synchronous digital hierarchy) to 
the network, an ehsncemem that allows tor better management and 
much higher network reliability. Researchers at TRL developed 
guidelin(Js for implemen[fltion of SDH that result in better network 
protection at a lower cost, making significant savings tor Telstra. They 
also developed a more accurate system for locating faults, saving on 
maintenance effort and ensuring minimal effect on customers. 
• TRL pioneered the use of an optical fibre network architecture that will 
provide cost-effective access to future visual and interactive services for 

TECHNOLOGIES 

custemet« Researchers have been providing technical support to a number 
of residential video pilots that will allow Telstra to offer better network 
delivery for pay TV and the next generation of visual services. 
TRL has eontinued to add significant value to ielstra's network through its 
tradition of excellence in research. 
Researchers are working with Telstra's Platforms and Capacity Planning group 
to further develop the Priority One3 TM platform. To test the platform to the limit 
in the laboratory, they have been simulating every conceivable customer traffic 
pattern. This will strengthen the platform's stability and performance, no matter 
how heavy.the communications traffic. 
Ielstrs'e customers will soon benefit from a neweustomer support feature -a 
help-desk with artificial intelligence support to provide rapid, accurate responses 
to queries - developed by TRL in collaboration with a major Telstra business unit. 
And the suite of new technologies that need to be put in place to deliver the visual 
services of the future are currently being tested and evaluated at' TRL or being 
refined through customer field trials. 
What are these technologies? What will they do for customers? How will they 
enhance Telstra's performance in 1995 and beyond? What is in store for the future? 
These are some of the many questions that TRL has tried to address for readers in 
this issue of 'New HorizoAs·'. 



Pay TV, video-on-demand, multimedia, 

videoconferencing, 'virtual reality' in 

the home - the image imperative is not 

only a powerful driver, but a powerful 

challenge in the race to build future 

networks that will pave the way for the 

convergence of computers, communi 

cations, information and entertainment. 

Multimedia communications in the work 

place have the potential to not only 

improve business performance, they 

could fundamentally change the way 

business is done. Videoconferencing, 

electronic document exchange, telecom 

muting, on-line market information, and 

virtual trade and display environments - 

such services will pave the way for the 

virtual organisation, which will be 

flexible and adaptable enough to rapidly 

mobilise global resources, and capture 

market opportunities. 

Interactive video technology is set to 

transform the home into a global 

communications hub. People will use it 

to get two-way access to a full range of 

new services - education and training, 

personalised news services, current 

movies, community TV and information, 

pay TV, interactive computer games, 

home banking, home shopping. Not too 

far into the future, you might be part of 

a virtual classroom that spans continents 

or you might stroll through a virtual 

shopping mall in another country, 
making purchases 'on the spot'. 

TRL is helping position Telstra at the 
forefront of video-based service delivery 
in Australia by developing and evaluating 
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new network technologies, systems and 
standards that will be critical to the 
success and quality of future services. 

Before a national information superhigh 
way can emerge, the 'roads' must be 
widened and the 'freight' - text, data, 
images, voice or video signals -must be 
digitalised, packaged and tagged so that 
it can be bussed speedily and accurately 
from end to end. 

Video is the hard part of multimedia 
delivery- it is more demanding of the 
network than voice, text or data. 



Telstra will spend billions of dollars to provide the full broadband capacity required for multimedia. 

TRL's technological insight will ensure that Telstra makes the right strategic choices. For example, instead 

of simply 'adding on' a pay TV delivery system to the current network, TRL researchers have been 

trialling a demonstration home entertainment delivery system that incorporates an intelligent communi 

cations layer between the Telstra network and the home. 

Researchers adapted the model from networked computer systems, in which information servers mediate 

between users and information sources. The system is suited to video-on-demand, as it provides for 

sophisticated two-way communication between the user and service provider. 

Through TRL, Telstra is participating in a global trial of Microsoft's new Broadband Network Operating 

System (ENOS) which could help make Australia a world leader in interactive multi-media services. 

Video images consume large amounts of transmission capacity, and through their research on video 

compression-transmitting only the 'differences' within and between video images-TRL researchers are 

helping develop global standards for picture compression that will ensure all users get the required picture 

quality, from lower-end (for example, videotelephones) to higher-end (a good example is HDTV: high 

definition television). 

Through its participation in key international standards bodies, TRL is helping shape global standards for 

future visual services technology, including the pay TV 'set-top box' for the home, and the information 

storage devices to be used by service providers. 

This means that Telstra's customers can expect fast, high-quality, video-based services, regardless of who 

provides the information, or whether signals travel over optical fibre, coaxial cable or conventional 

telephone lines. 
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PROGRAMMING JHE BOX 
TRL has been tfialliflg a rNot~ty,pe im.tefiactive viule@ system f@rt{Jay TYi anrJi 
other home 'iPJfotainmer,,t' se,wices. A'tffititiat intelligeace tWi s@ftwate 
en(Jini3ering ex,petts are wotkimg, With h11/mam @eha.vi@1:1t sf)ecialists . .f(') create 
remote c!Jfltt(;}/, scMe"ti {Jraptlics. aa(i}; el~ctt@nic directot,y systems that will 
help viewers fifJlii· what Hiley want; whem. they want it. 
TRL's trial l!lf this system= cotn/Hi$iflg an iatel/igeat TV 'set-te» /;)(JX' in the 

· home, a central 'mediat!QF' af.16/. reflil'CJt'e·sewice St!f!/f)liers, such as vide@ 
libraries-will' enabte -researchers to tJ'e.vet@.ro aa easy-t@·use customer 

inuttsce. (The sef:-t@fu· 'b!Jx, is an intelli@ef:lt commtJt!lications 
unit tfiat wilt'@Oliltlect the 'Fil set to a camle link and 
1t-rama9e ·11sefinteraetiOO$ with the outside w@fi!d.) 
Artif.icial ifl.telli[?l}nce ineoef)otaterd intl!I ·Phi3 system may 
take tbe• tomrn (Jf iflte1/i'gent ageMs /'Jt na.vigat@Fs that will 
{!lt@teot,usePs fP@fif:1. imfgrmation gverl@aef: These vin.t1al 
Ji)ersMal' assistaatS; will /J(;Ji/d prnfili3s oiusers t@$ift 
thr(!)tJ/Jh @!@bat IJ/ataloanks, selecting @nly those services 

an.d itlf~tmati@a caf:li/pati@lii! wi~h users' ·tastes and needs. 

DAD.AND DAVE c·o DIGIUL 
TRL is collab@ratifl() with the Srate filfitl. Centre @t Victoria to .investigate 
on-line acce$$ tiJ digitalised tQmpuesserJ1 v.iri1eo material trom @ne (;}f the 
country's /at[Jest aCJdi@0visual lenri1iiilf]' c@ll@tti@fls ~ 3@,(JIJJ(j]· films and UJ; (JQ(j) 
videos as well as mafily '()/JJ-fWM'.tifles. 

Some. et the Centre's older films ate on termets itlv@lving f)f@jection systems 
that ate no longer availab/1} .. A' multimedia user interface and digital stora@e 
technology shoulri1 improve archiving and seeess, as well as bring these 
nationaf.treasures 'on line' to a much wider 
audience. 
The project will gi.ve researchers an insight 
imo the '{90tenti[J./ for a 'digital ri1eve1@pment 
hank'., which may manage the movement and 
mpyright et i'/igitalised intellectual, property. 

RULES FOR CQN\lERGENCE 
Wifh the prospect of widespread multimedia si3FVices ahead, netwo,k opePators 
atld suppliers will have to lo@k more closely at h(!)w their proauets will inter 
work as tetecommueteetions, computing and er,ter:tainment converge. 
D:4VIC - Digital At;Jdio Visual Council= will be a great help. DAV!C is am 
It1ternatioaal industry forum that aims to stamri1ardlse the interfaces and 
protocols for the components iJf digital audi(;}-visual systems, pay rv, and 
interactive vlde« services. All et these systems will involve transmission 
pr(!)t(')cols, distributed !databases and a· seHQfJ b@x ()t multimedia control 
terminal tot the f\f set. 
t:JAVIC covers complete multimeri1ia, communiea.ti@ns from ene-to-end, 
prescti/JJing standarri1s tor all interfaces and interoperability. Telstra, through 
TRL, was a founding member of DAVlC, whose members constitute an 
inter.national wno'e who' of multimeri1ia. 
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Digitalising the network is a key to value-added communication. Telstra's 

planned all-digital network- at the moment, it's just over 50 percent digitalised 

will support sophisticated information processing in the form of video compres 

sion, call security, integrated billing and network monitoring to make customer 

services more versatile, secure and convenient. 

TRL has continued its research on a digital technology known as SDH 

synchronous digital hierarchy - which organises traffic in a hierarchy to make 

more efficient use of the high capacity of optical fibre. Under computer 

control, SDH networks can reconfigure traffic patterns to make use of spare 

capacity. If the main Melbourne to Sydney transmission line was excessively 

busy for example, the SDH network could cross-connect traffic to an 

alternative, less busy route to minimise congestion. 

Spare capacity, intelligent re-routing and duplicated paths are the features of SDH networks that make them 

extremely fault-tolerant. If an 

optical fibre cable was to be 

accidentally damaged by 

construction equipment for 

example, the SDH network 

would immediately respond by 

switching signals on the damaged 

line to another cable, with the 
1 
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connection remaining intact throughout the instantan 
eous handover. 

To deliver future multimedia and interactive 
information services, Telstra plans to use A TM - 
asynchronous transfer mode- a new fast switching 
technology capable of supporting integrated packets 
of video, voice, data and text. 

A TM is a global switching protocol that can be used 
over optical fibre, coaxial cable and ADSL-copper 
wire. It represents a breakthrough for delivery of 
multimedia because of its tremendous flexibility in delivering information of any type, at almost any speed. 

You could think of A TM as being like an automated postal service 
designed to handle only standard, post-office approved envelopes, the 
contents of which can vary (images, text, etc.). Because the envelopes are 
the same size (a single switching system), they can be sorted at high 
speed for rapid forwarding. 

An A TM system can handle any rate of information transfer - hence the 
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term 'asynchronous'-from a relatively small nuniber of packets per second for single-media 
communications like data transfer or e-mail, to the high speeds required for broadcast 
quality video. 

A TM networks can scale bandwidth to demand. This makes better use of network 
capacity, allowing networks to carry much more information than they have in the past 
and, of course, to carry value-added multimedia information. With ATM, a customer 
could use the same connection to handle the full range of future video-based applications 
- from a videophone call (requiring a lower image quality) to the videoconferenced 
editing of a TV commercial (which would require much higher image quality). 

In related research, TRL has been working with Telstra's Network Products group to 
develop frame relay as an interface to existing business services like the FASTPAC® 
service- Telstra's high-speed data networking service that geographically extends the 
local area networks (LANs) of business customers via the public network. (Most 
PCs in business are connected to other PCs, printers, databases and controllers 
through LANs. A frame is the basic package of information that can be transmitted 
over a LAN.) 

Like ATM, frame relay is a high-speed, bandwidth-on-demand packet switching 
system. Frame relay is already used in the United States, allowing business 
colleagues around the country to share bandwidth in the same way as they do 
on an office LAN. TRL has been evaluating the technology and developing 
equipment and financial models for its introduction to the Telstra network. 

PUBLIC PREVIEW OF· BANDWIDl'H-ON.~DEMAND 
relstta i!/i about to launch ATM .publicly through- its Experimental Broadband f:/Jetw(;Jrk (E~N), 
whiCh will give Australian users their first real taste of advanced multimer!iia setviee» anl!f. 
applications. 
Through· the EBN, Telstra will gain exsetience operating A.[M switching e€f&iµ.ment @f 
me type that would be widely .used in the tutu re full service network. The EBN will 
comprise tour large switches=each operating at 155 Mbitls (megaMs of itrfotroatiom 
19er secoi1d)-ta ptrwi(Je access t@ users in Melbourfle, Canbetr:a, Sy(Jney, Brisbane 
afld Adelaide. 
Participants in the E8N trial will use the netw@rk to experiment with ap19/ieati@i'ls like 
locf)/ and wide a!'ea netwarking; vir!ieacai'lferencing and vide@-on-rdematld; super 
computing networkin@; and ATM services delivery 
Telstra is involved in an intematianal ATM trial with AT&T in the US anr!i KDD- in, 
Japan. It ()/ans to connect the Australian fBN netw@rk to this te evaluate services 
delivery eeros« the two networks. 

Through its Reseateh ATM NetwCJtk established in f.9tl3 with the Detenee 
Science an€/ Techno/ggy Organisation (/JSTO} in. Adelaide, TRL has alrear!iy 
gained experience in ATM trsnsmissien and vide@ r!ielivety 
this network- cam prising links running at 34 Mbit/s eotmecting .two 
switches with a capacity of 1.@ Gbitls (gigabits per second)~was Australia's 
first ATM connection between ea.pita/ cities. 
Apatt ttom allowing Te/St/fa to f)SSess t-he limitations and potei'ltial @f ATM, 
the research network led to the ·development of new eir/i:1:1it designs., now 
being commereialisefi/ by Telstt« Technologies. The Research ATM 
network is being incorp@r:ater!i into the larger EBN. 
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Your credit card number and PIN 
(personal identification number), details 
of personal finances, bills, tax information, 
personal taste in movies and video games, 
political affiliations, buying habits - if 
you plan to plug into the full service 
network and manage your life electron 
ically, sooner or later you will have to 
expose a lot of personal information. 

Fraud and the rise of computer crime 
add a note of urgency to the issue of 
electronic security. How will your 
identity be verified for charging and 
billing in a world dependent on on-line 
services? How will a supplier know that 
it was indeed you who ordered a part 
icular service? Experts predict that new 
and existing information services such as 
EDI ( electronic data interchange) will 
live or die on the strength of the 
public's trust in communication 
networks. 

To brace Telstra's 
network against 
attempted fraud and 
electronic eavesdropping, 
Telstra is developing 'future 
proof' security systems based on 
the latest global standards developed by 
the ITU (International Telecommun 
ication Union) and other influential 
standards bodies. 

TRL is playing a major role in Telstra's 
endeavour by capitalising on its long 
experience and expertise in cryptography 
the enciphering and deciphering of 



electronic messages. Researchers here are developing security 

systems that can: 

• verify the identity of the caller or sender, via an electronic 

digital 'signature' (to prevent fraud); 

• protect the integrity of the message from end-to-end (to 

protect against unauthorised interference); and 

• screen the message from prying eyes in its path from caller 

to receiver through a type of electronic 

'envelope' (to ensure information privacy). 

When in place, these super-smart security 

systems will issue each customer with a unique electronic 

identification mechanism -the digital signature-to safeguard 

access to services such as electronic banking and shopping, e 

mail, EDI, pay TV, video-on-demand, and mobile phone 

is able to read by using their secret, private key. 

The real attraction of public key cryptography is that the 

private key cannot be discovered from either the message or 

the public key. It resides at the receiver's end in the form of 

a smart card, which is read by an electronic card reader. 

Knowing the correct PIN is the only way to access the 

functions encoded on the card. 

developing 
'future proof'security 

systems 

Telstra is 

equipment. 

TRL's security systems are based on a mode known as public 
key cryptography. This involves issuing every user with two 
unique 'digital' keys, one private, one public. The public key, 
as its name suggests, can be made known publicly. It can allow 
the caller to encode a message that only the intended receiver 

ELECTRONIC 'PASSPORT OFFICE' 

X.509 READY FOR JAKE-OFF 

Public key cryptography was invented in the United States 
which, like many other countries, places export restrictions 
on cryptographic hardware and software. If an overseas buyer 
purchases equipment from the US, suppliers remove or weaken 
the cryptographic algorithms. This makes TRL's independent 
research critical to the security of future networks. 

Telstra has piloted TRL's X.509-based security 
system for e-mail as an enhancement to its 
internal corporate directory The X.509 standard 
is one of the ITU's X.500 series of international 
standards for electronic directories. When 
implemented globallY, such standards will 
facilitate safe and hassle-tree communication 
between users and networks anywhere. 
TRL is negotiating to develop a public key-based 
security architecture for commercial distributed 
systems, beginning with a product developed for 
Telstra's networks. Researchers here are also 
developing higher levels of security for FASTPA~ 
customers. 

Telstra's National Directory Services are now marketing products based on TRL's corporate electronic 
directory software, one of the world's first products that fully comply with the international X.500 series 
of standards for electronic directories. 
Three-way authentication-a standard that may include a 'third-party' certification authoritY, in addition 
to senders and receivers -is being built into new electronic directory products. The certification 
authority will act as an electronic 'passport office', issuing certificates that can be used to verify each 
user's digital signature. This will help ensure that public key information-to be incorporated into future 
directories- will be current, correct and unforgeable. 
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A VIRTUAL WORLD IN YOUR WALLET 
Smart cards that will carry your private key to 
'unlock' public key-enciphered messages have 
tinY, powerful microprocessors on board that 
perform complex mathematical functions as well 
as securely store data to protect against 
unauthorised use of the card. 
TRL researchers are thinking ahead to the next 
step beyond the experimental public key system 
established at Telstra, in which a smart card, card 
reader and PIN will be used to protect information 
travelling to and from computers in its networks. 
Not too far into the future, a personal communi 
cations smart card could store large volumes of 
information about a user's preferences. It could 
provide each user with access to mobile services, 
advanced information services, pay Tll, home 
shopping and home banking. 
Smart card readers would be built into each 
household's TV set-top box, not only acting as 
a security gate to home communications, but 
offering sophisticated user control. Parents for 
example cbuld 'lock out' movies they may regard 
as inappropriate for children. 



Human behaviour does not follow machine logic. Humans hesitate, have different levels of competence, 
think and speak differently, get distracted, take short cuts, get bored, switch off. The solution? 

Design for 'the human factor'. 
[JR PEO[l 
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Computer users know about it, and anyone who has struggled to 
program a video cassette recorder or even a microwave oven will 
certainly know about it. It's the 'user-friendliness' or usability of new 
products. Often more important than the technology, the right 'look 
and feel' can determine whether consumers will take to a new product 
or service, or look for an easier alternative. 

Usability can encompass consistent design and function: for example, 
hash keys on different telephone handsets having the same function; or 
different computer software programs having standard screens and 

manuals. It can also refer to the way people look up information, or how they respond to pre-recorded visual and voice 
prompts in automated transactions. 

At TRL, human behaviour experts have focused their skills in decision theory, linguistics, human-computer interaction and 
applied psychology on the job of making systems and products easier to use for a range of Telstra business units. These include 
Occupational Health, Safety and Environment; Mobile Communications Services; Corporate and Government communications; 
Network Products; and the Information Technology Group. 

Who wants the new service? Why do they want it? How will they 
use it? What are their expectations? Human factors design begins 

with an understanding of the range of possible human behaviour and 
expectations, to determine how Telstra can best target and develop 

products. 

TRL psychologists examine critical assumptions made by designers and 
planners. Will all users immediately associate the colour red with 'stop', for 

example? Will all users have the same expectations about how 'HELP' menus 
operate? Often overlooked in the design process, such factors can mean the 

difference between success and failure. 

Through analysing the information flow of a Telstra client's business, TRL can also 
advise on whether or not a technology-like interactive voice response-may be the 
most appropriate for a particular application. 

A good example of the team's work is its Human 
Factors Kit. The Kit- a set of detailed style guides 
and guidelines for the design of new systems 
including interactive voice systems - means that all 
Telstra software now under development will have 
a unified, corporate 'look and feel'. 

No matter where it may have originated, every 
Telstra computer program will behave predictably. 
Users will be able to readily adapt their prior 
computer experience, without the need to start 
learning a new system from scratch. TRL's Human 
Factors Kit is a big first step towards a distinctive 
corporate Telstra 'look and feel'. 







For Telstra customers, the integration of human factors with product development should translate 

into complete confidence in new products and services. When they buy a product in future, it should 

work the way they expect it to. When they subscribe to a service, it should be easy to access and use. 

When they dial service staff, they should get an accurate, immediate response from someone able to 

navigate rapidly through the relevant records and databases. 

TRL Human Factors researchers will 

continue to work with engineers and 

software designers to develop 'intuitive', 

easy-to-use interfaces for pay TV, 

electronic directories, interactive 

information and entertainment services and 

new mobile communications services. 

' .... 
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In a deregulated market, service will be as important as price in winning customers. Telstra is 
developing customer support systems that can deal with the full range of customer queries, new 

service requests and fault reporting. 
INTELLIGENT CUSTOMER SUPPORT SYSTEMS 

1 
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How many times have you phoned a large 
company or utiljty,to report f1 problem and, 
instead of an answer, you get the run-around?! 

Providing an immediate, effective response to 
every customer call is the key to success in 
services industries. It is not surprising that the 

. help-desk ,system ~ ~a -one-stop shop for all 
queries - is fast becoming a vital frontline 
operation in customer-focused businesses like 
Telstra's. 

The biggest constraint to any help-desk operation 
is that every customer service operator has to 
know almost everything about an organisation's 
products and processes to be able to answer 
every possible customer query. This is why 
customers in the past have had to make further 
calls to another part of an organisation, or have 
had to wait for an operator to return a call. 

TRL's solution to the help-desk 'knowledge gap' 
is an inherently smart system based on its expertise 
in artificial intelligence and human factors design. 
At the front-end of the help-desk system are 
user-friendly graphics interfaces that en&ble 
operators to 'drill down' through a series .. of 
large databases that may be spread throughout 
the organisation. The result? An accurate and 
prompt response to the customer, along with 
advice on how to get better value from the 
relevant Telstra product. 

The key to the success of the .new help-desk is its 
ease-of-use and coverage. It can simultaneously 
access a range of large and complex databases 
and retrieve the appropriate information by 
communicating with the operator through simple 
graphics or conversationally-worded prqmpts. 

The TRL-designed help-desk system should provide 
Telstra operators with the information they need 
to become 'instant experts'. Operators should 
not only be able to handle routine queries, they 
should also be able to advise customers on how 
to get added value from Telstra's services- 

HelpDe&"V... 



suggesting a customer change to a more effective Flexi-plan™, for example. 
Information from customers could be fed back into the network to enhance quality 
control, management, performance and maintenance. 

The help-desk system has the potential to integrate sales functions other than follow 
up service. The next step may be a computer-aided sales system that selects a 
customised mix of Telstra products and services tailored to a user's communication 
needs and access patterns. The system could keep track of customers' communication 
requirements such as access to EasyCall™ services, modifying them on demand if 
required. 

Apart from streamlining customer enquiries and delivering higher levels of service, 
TRL's extremely powerful and user-friendly help-desk system should dramatically 
reduce operator training and response time, increase productivity and eliminate the 
need for major system upgrades. 

Providing an immediate, 
effective 1 res ons o 

ts e ey o success in services 
industries. 

The tielp.-&esk rJe.v.el"©peef 'bY TRL f@t a major 
Te/srra,b@Sir.,ess vnit.foegat,. as a ptoiec: to 

.faea:te r.e.pot'ted faults in .the metwork. 
Su/;Jse'Qli!eMly, tf:ie Te/sir.a a@et-ati@n $EIW an 
@fP/fJl!Jr-Pt1ftlity to make· the new help-desk the 
f@cl!JS ot a ,c.@mPrlihM·Sive upgtatJe Qt 
Cli!$t@mw S&/JpQrt senxices, whir;'h .iMluded 
a c:off:lf91e.te, systems ,t.erdesign ana feedback 
ff!/Jiiff!, ·@{JeFat@rs af:ld},t:Jsers. 
,W/!JefJ,,ifin{Jtemeal!Jffi later -this year the new 
h/3/f?.-i!lesk will@.tf ee a sin@le. fr,@flt·end 
serwi@.e Iii/: tlanrff/e•,thle ffi/1/'raflge et eustemer 
ca11$, :f.rqimi/;Ji/liPlfJ Nu taNf.fs an1J,i'1etwork 
inl@Fmati@n, t!/e(p\desk staH will be able to 
a&,uise ,r;1JStc/i'1Je11s en ·the tu/I ·range of 
1:etateli r@1$tPa: setvic:es af'ld products~ in 
tact, .the· s11steffil ·s'fl(;Juld· make customer 
ser.,1tie-e @J!).ef!atots e)f"/9(Jtts in dealing with 
cust@lililer e,,L;1.effies. 
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"Look - no keyboardt'' ... The most promising, and least developed, user-friendly interface between 
people and machines is the one we use every day, our vocal cords. 

I I I I • 

Future voice-activated technologies will allow customers to access and control 
automated services and retrieve information without the need for a keyboard. Instead, 
customers could choose to converse with computers directly or over the phone, using 
natural speech patterns and a normal, comprehensive vocabulary. 

The voice-mailbox is set to become a standard tool for sending and retrieving voice 
messages and faxes; for accessing information from databases; and for automated 
transaction processing. Already voicemail is replacing the written memo in many large 
companies. Experts forecast the rapid growth and development of new voice-based 
applications, such as multimedia messaging and automated media conversion of 
information-for example, from fax to voice. 

For mobile phone users overseas, voice-activated dialling is already being used to bypass 
manual dialling. In future, such services might be integrated with smart electronic 
directories. Customers would simply instruct intelligent navigational 'agents' within the 
network to locate and retrieve information, without needing to lift a finger. 

Australians are already familiar with simple voice-activated systems-for bill 
payment, flight information and banking transactions, for example. To record a 
transaction or access information, the user presses keys on a telephone handset in 
response to standard prompts pre-recorded by a human operator. Desktop 
computers that respond to simple spoken commands are also readily available. 

Despite these early developments, 
speech-recognition systems under 
development internationally are still 
limited by the large variation in 
pronunciation, sound transmission 
quality and background noise that 
characterise phone calls on the public 
network. 



TRL's investigation of speech-recognition 

technology involves researchers with 

skills in software and engineering, 

mathematical modelling, signal processing, 

linguistics and psychology. Through the 

research, TRL plans to take artificial 

speech recognition beyond the constraints 

of current voice-activated technology. 

A unique strength of TRL's program is 

its large database of voice samples. This 

database - a microcosm of the different 

speech patterns heard daily all over 

Australia-is used to 'train' new speech 

recognition systems to accurately 

recognise widely variable pronunciations 

of the same word. 
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LIMITED VOCABULARY, BIG FUTURE 
Most current speech recognition systems have 
limited vocabularies. TRL has developed a 
customer-service system with a limited 
vocabulary of 16 words. The system has been 
trained on part of TRL's database containing 
speech samples from 5000 people, making it 
more flexible in its response to different speakers 
than any other Australian speech recognition 
system. 
In 1994, the researchers transferred the system 
from its original computer base to specialised 
digital signal processors, which can process a 
request almost instantaneously. The development 
of this speech recognition 'hardware' is a 
significant step towards commercial application. 
TRL researchers plan to build on this small 
vocabulary speech recognition system to develop 
larger-vocabulary applications within the next few 
years, involving more natural, less restricted 
speech patterns. 
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"GET ME THE NEAREST AUTO-MECHANIC!" 
Artificial intelligence researchers at TRL have been 
exploring how customers might access the on-line 
trade and services directories that will evolve from its 
work on electronic directories. Voice activation is a 
strong contender. 
While researchers acknowledge that the time when 
people will be able to ask a directory to locate and dial 
up a specific service is a long way ott, they are 
keeping these applications in mind in designing new 
systems. 
This goal is part of Telstra's vision of universal 
personal communications, in which intelligent, neural 
networks will keep track of and anticipate customer 
movements and communication needs and deliver 
them through flexible access technologies. 



Intuitive, screen-based, electronic directories will navigate customers easily 
and quickly through the maze of future on-line visual and information services. 

D(] [) I[] [) [l 

In today's overloaded information environment, 
the question facing people is not 'What's available?' 
but 'What do I really need right now and how 
quickly can I get it?'. 

Printed directories are not able to keep up with 
current rates of information production and 
change. Telephone directories for example create 
a huge demand for paper, with obvious environ 
mental and recycling consequences. 

Admittedly, life without telephone directories would 
be chaotic. But with the prospect of the Sydney 
White Pages'M directory becoming three volumes 
instead of two, customers will soon be looking for 
more convenient ways of finding a number. 

A new generation of smart electronic 
directories will find the right information 
for customers the moment they need 
it, without the need for time-wasting 
paper shuffling. Well-designed menus 
and more advanced interfaces will alert 
people to service possibilities they may 
have had difficulty knowing about in 
the past. 

May 6, 1996 
02.00am 
United Kingdom 
London 
Person requires a number 
in Sydney. Electronic 
Directory has been 
automatically updated. 
No need to refer to out 
ef date telephone books or 
intemational operators. 

May 6, 1996 
12.00pm 
Australia 

Sydney 
Family has moved and 
has had their telephone 

connected. Electronic 
Directory has updated 

their new number 
automatically. 
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TRL has developed one of the world's first electronic directories that fully conforms 
to the latest set of X.500 international electronic directory standards devised by the 
Geneva-based ITU (International Telecommunications Union). The X.500 series 
incorporates security provisions designed to protect the public network against fraud 
and unauthorised entry. 

TRL researchers have represented Telstra on the international teams that developed 
the X.500 standards, regarded as an essential foundation for a truly global public 
network. This participation allowed TRL researchers to develop its directory using 
the most up-to-date guidelines. 

TRL's electronic directory software-initially developed as a corporate directory for 
use by all Telstra staff-will be applied to the development of commercial on-line 
public and trades directories, and to a range of new directory services for fax, e-mail 
and mobile phones. Also planned is the introduction of multimedia corporate electronic 
directories-photographs of employees, for example, would offer obvious security 
benefits. 
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Electronic directories will 

allow people to browse 
the world's multimedia services. 

GOES GOLD 
The commercial debut of TRL's X.500 directory 
software was at the Canberra-based Australian 
Government Publishing Service (AGPS). 
AGPS editors used to spend months sourcing 
and collating entries from around the country for 
the Commonwealth Government Directory. 
Inevitably, some entries would be out of date by 
the time the directory had been printed. 
Through its Government On-Line Directories 
Service (GOLD) developed using the TRL 
designed software, AGPS has dramatically stream 
lined the process. All government departments 
are using the on-line service and maintain their 
own records. AGPS simply extracts data from the 
database, and formats it for printing. The system 
has made significant savings for the public sector 
through increased productivity 
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SURFING THE FUTURE NETWORK 
Visual electronic directories will be the tool 
people use to browse through the multimedia 
services like movies-on-demand planned for 
Telstra's future high-capacity, high-speed 
network. 
With the prospect of thousands of broadband 
services coming on-line in future, it would take 
people days just to click through the possible 
choices! The services must be easy to get to 
or people simply won't use them. User access 
will need to be as intuitive and easy-to-use as 
a phone or a TV set. 
Finding the right destination will be made easier 
by smart screen-based electronic directories that 
will link the user to databases via intelligent 
'assistants' or 'agents' located within the network. 
These smart navigational systems will respond to 
or anticipate requests by building up user behaviour 
profiles, carrying out complex transactions such 
as sitting through video libraries to find the most 
Uke/y title to deUghtth'"'" " 
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You'll choose from menus of advanced communication services, you'll use your 
computer like a phone, you'll videoconference from your home TV-set. That could be your phone 

in the year 2000. 
011TION PHCl 

••••••••• • • • • 

At TRL, researchers are looking at a full 
range of possibilities, from a screen 
phone for the home, to a combined 
computer and telephone for the office, 
to a TV-phone for videoconferencing 
and interactive access to advanced 
network services. 

The focus here is not so much on what 
the actual handset or terminal will look 
like. Rather researchers are investigating 
the type of new services that will be 
compatible with screen-phones - or 
mobile screen-based units-and how 
customers could best access these services 
and existing call control options offered 
by Telstra. 

The screen-phone will give customers 
far more control over the way they 
communicate than they have ever had 
in the past. Add a decent-sized screen 
to a fixed phone or mobile terminal 
and immediately you open a window 
to a wider range of service options not 
feasible through keypad combinations. 
Users will no longer have to memorise 
codes like '#1' or '*3#' ! 

Screens can display prompts, menus and 
sub-menus, meaning that the screen 
phone will bring to the home the sort 

At TRL, researchers are looking at a 
full range ef possibilities. 
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of information management traditionally associated with computers. 

Screen-phone prompts will guide customers step-by-step through 

complex transactions or help them track down information. They will 

connect customers to electronic telephone directories, voicemail, home 

banking and home shopping, and will increase the power of mobile 

communications as an information management tool. 

Further into the future, computer telephone integration (CTI) will 

offer the individual even greater control of network services, changing 

the way organisations communicate and even the way they do business. 

In most large organisations, employees already have access to desk-top 

computer terminals connected via LANs or modems to other users and 

destinations. With screen-based telephony integrated with powerful PC 

capabilities, business users will be able to routinely access advanced 

network services, communicate via voice, text, data and images, and 

Computer 
Cormt1rol of 
Telephone s / 

. . ' 

The 
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videoconference on their desktop computers. CTI 

would allow users to call up and customise intelligent 

network services for their individual needs. Smart 

card readers built into the unit would check each 

user's identity and authorisation status. 

Of course, with the prospect of interactive communi 

cations to the home, TRL is looking at the possibility 

of making a smart TV-set the focal point for 

integrated communications with the larger world 

outside. 

A computer-like TV may be the consumer appliance 

that will deliver home entertainment, home banking, 

home shopping, education and perhaps 

videotelephony. Researchers here are forging ahead in 

identifying the most appropriate video compression 

standards and information storage technologies for 

future video-based communications across the 

network. 

Just as important, however, is the 'human factors' 

component of TRL's research which is producing 

answers to questions like: What's the most 'natural' 

sequence in which people look things up? What's the 

most effective menu structure for a home TV-user? 

What sort of video communication services will 

people really want? 

ADSI MEANS 'EASIER TO USE' 
The screen-based telephony standard being tested at 
TRL is ADS/ - ana/og display services interface. TRL 
has set up a demonstration system tor Telstra clients 
to test how the standard will work with existing and 
planned network services. 

The screen-phone unit is not much larger than a 
normal telephone, yet it is a far more powerful piece 
Jf equipment. How does it work? Let's say you're in 
the middle of a phone call and you hear a signal that 
alerts you to an incoming call. With the screen-phone, 
you could call up a menu of call-handling possibilities, 
such as taking a voice message or diverting the call 
elsewhere. 

Or perhaps you're doing some banking from home. 
You call your bank, a customer greeting appears on 
the screen and moments later, a menu of possible 
transactions appears, similar to the displays on 
automatic teller machines. 

With screen-phones making it easier tor customers to 
access new network features, Telstra forecasts a 
significant increase in use of the network. 

In the meantime, work continues on enhancements to 
a new standard keypad phone - the next step beyond 
the Touchfone® 200. TRL has helped produce a more 
reliable, high-performance handset designed to 
provide better access to advanced network services 
tor customers. The new phone will be introduced in 
mid-1995. 
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Ten thousand new customers every week - that's the rate at which Telstra's mobile phone 
business is growing. Well over four million Australians could be hooked on 

mobiles by the year 2000. 
[)ll !lTI(] 

Australians are among the world's most enthusiastic supporters of mobile phones. Telstra operates one of the 
fastest growing cellular networks in the world, well ahead of growth rates in most OECD countries. 

With the recent addition of the MobileNet Digital™ cellular mobile network and the MobileData™ network to 
Telstra's earlier MobileNet™ analogue network, Telstra is now able to offer advanced services like voicemail, call 
security, messaging and mobile computer data transfer. 

What's the next step? TRL researchers are already planning for the new era of universal and personal communi 
cations in which mobile and wireless technologies will play a major role, along with personal numbering, smarter 
terminal equipment and intelligent call routing within the network. 

Picture this. You fly to Melbourne from Sydney on business. You find yourself in an unfamiliar office in front of 
an unfamiliar terminal screen. You activate the terminal with a smart card encoded with your unique identity (your 
'phone number for life'), along with details of all the information services you subscribe to. 

In an instant, the network will recognise you and treat the foreign terminal exactly as if it was your own. It will 
redirect information and carry out pre-programmed instructions, like allocating billing to either you or to the 
equipment. A wireless personal digital assistant-a combined mobile phone, fax, pager, personal organiser and 
computer-will provide added 'electronic office' mobility. 
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The elements critical to delivering true anytime, anywhere, any-media 
communications are rapidly being put in place. Wireless and radio tech 
nologies will be among the most obvious at the customer end. 

TRL's mobile communications team carries out detailed engineering analysis 
and testing of emerging wireless technologies and systems. It also investigates 
strategic technologies for delivering future services such as universal 
personal communications, determining the suitability of such technologies 
for Telstra's network and market. 

Future 'go-anywhere' communications may incorporate not only mobile 
cellular but cordless and other radio technologies, along with extensive 
intelligence within the network. (Cordless technologies are referred to as 
'access' technologies because they operate at a shorter range than cellular 
mobile; their main function is to connect the caller to the nearest fixed 
network access point.) 
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Compared to mobile cellular networks, 
cordless access options offer limited 
mobility - at the level of the home, a 
shopping centre, or an office block - at less 
cost to the customer than cellular. Cordless 
connections may be the invisible 'nerves' 
that will link appliances 
and sensors to a central 
information processor in 
future 'intelligent' homes 
and smart buildings. 

TRL' s investigation of 
cordless teclmologies will 
enable Telstra to determine 
optimal operating set-ups 
for use in business environ 
ments and in local 
neighbourhoods - over how many floors 
they can audibly transmit in a building for 
example, or how close to base stations 
users need to be, or how cordless access 
systems compare cost-wise to 'wired' 
alternatives. 

TRL has continued to enhance Telstra's 
mobile cellular network, and is currently 
evaluating new technologies capable of 
handling the density of traffic as the mobile 
user population explodes over the next few 
years. It plans to use its special strengths in 
user-friendly design, in electronic 
directories and in artificial intelligence to 
add further value and capability to the 
network. 



Apart from having the long-term prospect of a 
dual-mode handset that will automatically switch 
between cellular and short-range cordless 
systems, customers can look forward in the 
shorter term to sleeker and more powerful 
versions of today's personal digital assistants 
(PDAs) - combined voice, data and text terminals. 

The screen displays of the latest PD As can switch 
easily between phone keypad, computer terminal, 
fax access and diary management functions. 
Users will be able to access office networks, send 
and receive faxes and devise their own r~eipes for. 
integrating Telstra services such .as voicemflii-·lr 
multimedia messaging. 





Bit by bit, the earth's surface is being 

criss-crossed by a network of optical 

fibres, connecting countries across 

oceans, and connecting cities across vast 

distances. 

The reason for this global push? Optical 

3 
7 The future network will be transparent, 

light-speed, with few electronic switches, 
easy to manage and maintain, and robust 
enough to simultaneously handle massive 
amounts of information and multimedia 

A single channel within an optical fibre 
can provide all the transmission capacity 
a customer would need to interact with 
the thousands or millions of services 
offered by the global service network 
of the future. This spare capacity will 
also accommodate the machine 
intelligence and visuals that will be 
required to make telecommunications 
services easier to use. 

About 50 percent of urban Australian 
homes are within an average distance of 
three-quarters of a kilometre from a 
Telstra optical fibre connection. Telstra 
is taking great care about how it makes 
the multi billion dollar investment to 
shorten this 'home stretch' nationally. 
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Current optical fibre systems only 
utilise about O. 1 percent of available 
capacity. TRL' s experience in making 
and evaluating optical equipment has 
enabled Telstra to make better use of 
that potential. TRL's recommendations 
have taken optical fibre transmission 
speeds from the original 34 Mbit/ s 
(megabits of information per second) 
to 2500 Mbit/s (2.5 gigabits per 
second - two and a half billion bits of 
information per second, equivalent to 
30 OOO voice channels per fibre pair)! 

TRL is now investigating how Telstra 
might best take the next step- the leap 
up to 10 Gbit/s. This could be achieved 
by higher transmission speeds, by time 
division multiplexing or by combining 
several lower-rate bit-streams at 
different wavelengths and 
equipping the fibre with 
broadband optical 
amplifiers. 

Australia's 
vastness has been a challenge to 
the installation of a national optical 
fibre network. The average distance 
between capital cities is measured in 
thousands of kilometres, unlike Europe 
where cities are rarely more than 100 
km apart. This means that equipment 
designed for the shorter distances in 
overseas networks may not be 
appropriate for use here. 

With TRL's help, Telstra has set new 
global standards for increasing the 
length of cable between expensive 

optoelectronic repeaters. In fact, 
researchers' knowledge of trends in 
optical-fibre equipment allowed 
Telstra to plan in 1991 - well before 
the necessary equipment was available 
-the forthcoming repeater-free 
uninterrupted optical cable link to 
Tasmania. 



SINGLE HOP TO TASMANIA 
In 1991, Telstra's Capacity Planning group saw a 
need to install a high-capacity optical fibre link 
beneath the 250 km stretch of ocean separating 
the mainland from Tasmania. Through TRL's 
understanding of the technology, Telstra was able 
to spend several million dollars less than it might 
otherwise have spent. 

TRL suggested a plan to lay the cable in a 
single span, without bringing it ashore at King 
or Flinders Islands, or resorting to the use of 
submarine repeaters to regenerate weakened 
signals. The researchers were confident that the 
single span could be achieved through combining 
new /ow-loss optical fibre with optical power 
amplifiers and extremely sensitive optical pre 
amplifiers, eliminating the need for repeaters at 
intervals along the cable. 

There was one hitch-the amplifier and pre 
amplifier equipment were still untested ideas, 
unproven in the field and not even available for 
trial. However TRL researchers soon managed 
to design and build a prototype system that 
demonstrated the feasibility of a long-distance, 
un-repeatered link beneath Bass Strait. 

Said a TRL researcher who worked on the project 
team, "At the time of Te/stra's decision to 
proceed with a single-hop unrepeatered system, 
no one elsewhere seemed to be planning spans 
any longer than 180 km. 

"But we knew from our own work and overseas 
laboratory reports that an amplified system 
would succeed over the 250 km-long hop. 

"The projections we made for the power budget 
in 1991 are within a few decibels of where the 
system is now. And we believe we've come close 
to achieving world-record performance for optical 
pre-amplifiers." 

PHOTQNICS REPLACING ELECTRONICS 
Telstra plans to lay optical-fibre cable close to 
most Australian homes and businesses, but the 
timing of the full roll-out will depend on the 
economics, which in tum will depend on the 
strength and speed of the market's response to 
new information and entertainment services. 

Another factor in the roll-out will be the cost of 
equipment. TRL has been investigating the 
technology required to make cheap and reliable 
glass photonic devices such as waveguides and 
amplifiers which can amplify and process multiple 
wavelengths simultaneously. 

Researchers are also evaluating wavelength 
division multiplexing and time-division multiplexing 
for upgrading Te/stra's major inter-city optical 
fibre links from 2.5 Gbit/s to 10 Gbit/s (four lots 
of 2.5 Gbitls). 

Optical fibres and optical amplifiers should provide 
more than enough channel capacity to support 
the large numbers of users and information/ 
entertainment services planned for next century. 
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Telstra is investing billions of dollars to 'widen the road' and gear the network for pay TV and 
interactive video services. It's an investment the organisation is not taking lightly. 

I • • I 
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Media speculation over the past year 
about markets for pay TV, tele-shopping, 
tele-banking and tele-learning has hovered 
between enthusiastic support to pessimistic 
predictions of information superhighway 
'potholes'. 

Whatever the mood of the moment, the 
deeper reality is that Australia cannot 
afford to take a back seat and wait for 
other players to develop new markets 
for video-based information and entertain 
ment services. Accurately predicting the 
right timing and mechanisms for introduc 
ing such services to customers requires 
precise analysis and a sound understanding 
of network architecture. 

TRL researchers are combining their 
expertise in mathematical modelling and 
network engineering with Telstra's 
experience in building networks and 
managing communications traffic to 
produce and compare cost models for 
pay TV and new video-based services. 

Almost all exchanges in Australia already 
have optical fibre connections. "It's a 
significant investment to replace copper 
telephone wires with a new network 
capable of delivering the services predicted 



for next century," said a TRL engineer. "We have to make 

sure we make the right decisions at the outset and get the 

right support systems in place." 

A common problem with estimating costs for optical fibre 

systems is getting reliable cost inputs for components. Even 

small errors could result in an organisation making a wrong 

strategic decision. TRL's understanding of emerging 

technology and global trends means that estimates are based 

on accurate inputs, and that unit price reductions due to 

economies of scale can also be factored into cost models. 

Associated sections of Telstra - such as the Information Society 

2000 (IS2000) project team - are using TRL's results to make 

strategic decisions about the rollout of pay TV, video-on 

demand and other new services. The forecasts are also being 

used by government policy-making bodies. Said one IS2000 

planner, "TRL has provided answers to questions that are 

close to impossible to answer." 

Telstra plans to introduce multimedia services to Australian 

homes in stages: from digital broadcast, to limited interactivity, 

to fully interactive digital. 

The first stage now underway involves a mix of optical fibre 

and coaxial cable to deliver pay TV to some areas, while other 

• 
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areas may be served by ADSL (asymmetric digital subscriber 
line), a new technology for sending compressed and digitalised 
broadband signals over the existing twisted-pair copper-wire 
telephone network. As most Australian homes have a phone, 
an optical fibre-coaxial cable/ ADSL roll-out would provide 
rapid connection to multimedia services. 

TRL is investigating how the network will evolve in response 
to customer demand. For example, if the market responded 
strongly to 'near video on demand', in which customers might 
have to wait a few minutes to see the video of their choice, 
Telstra could save on the additional - and significantly higher 
- cost of gearing the network for real-time video on demand. 
It could focus instead on offering better value to customers. 

Another driver for the full service network to the home may 
be Internet. Its success has been phenomenal - it serves 
approximately 30 million users around the globe, and the 
volume of traffic it carries has been doubling every year. This 
growth will be greatly boosted by the expanding population 
of business users, who will demand much faster rates of 
information transfer at even lower prices. 
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FINDINGS FROM WOLLONGONG 
TRL developed the passive optical fibre (je/ivery and 
testing system 1:1sed· in a .fibr;e-to-the-kerb technology 
trial' in IWol!oPJgor,g, ·/l/$W When it was ·first set up, the 
trial network boasted the world's longest optical fibre 
customer connection to an exchange and was the 
world's first passive optical fibre network to integrate 
video, data and tetepeone services. 

Now that Ietstt« has completed the trial and surveyed 
participants, TRL will apply the insights and findings to 
Ietstre's forthcoming IJ.DSL pilot in Melbourne. While 
participants were mote than satisfied with the picture 
quality delivered,,riJ,ver the optical fibre cable, the 
Wollongong tr,ial µevealed two key areas for further 
development in future high-tech trials: network 
management and the type of services that could be 
delivered. 

information 



I compression ,_~no~y- 
squeeze 10u limes 
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VIDEO OVER TELEPHONE LINES 
During 19g4, lrnL continued its evaluation of 
ADSL (asymmetric digital subsct;ib ·~ line), an I . 
innovative digital technology that cou/'d allow 
Telstra to tranimit bandwidth-f ngry video 
signals over co~ventional twited copper pair 
telephone lines, while still delivering the standard 
telephone servic~, New digit~! compression 
technology will a/f@w Te/strJ to squeeze 100 times 
more information o\to a strndard telephone line 
than has been possib~ to &ate. 

Most Australian home~stifl receive and deliver \ I communications to and fF{!_m the local exchange 
~ia copper wires. (Optical fibre now connects 
m~st Telstra exchanges to t~fore network.) 
ADS~will broaden the reach \of'{J,ay TV, video-on- 

\ . \ \ 
demand;,personat,sed news a~ at~ broadband 
and intera6tive services. . \ -~~ 
A pilot ADSL video-on-demand system is sbout 
to be trialled in M'eiboume's easterri'-suburb~. 
The pilot ADSL netw~~":{ larger ver'sio.p of a 
research network estab!isher;J~rlier at TR,~ - 
involves 300 homes connected to,50 different 
tnovie channels and 10 pay TV cha~ls .. The 
video server that will supply the movies i"iffase.d 
at TRL. 

VISlONSIREAM 
Telstra will deliver pay TV to the home through a 
combination of fibre., coaxial cable and ADSUcopper. 

The optical fibre/coaxial cable architecture was 
initially trialled on a cable TV pilot network in 
Centennial Park, Sydney The trial involved 1000 
homes which were p· rovide.d-wit-h-videa~channels, ----- ~- 
recorded broadcaf;Hrl channels, FM radiq, 
communitrJV1{;,d educational prog:,,ams. TRL 
provided technical support tor thlj/trial, helped 
train (/:J{statt involved and assisted in equipment 
instaI!ation. 

06tical fibre/coaxial cable ls now being rolled 
hut to tour million home; over four years by 
Visionstream Pty Limite/1, a fully-owned 
subsidiary of Telstra. T~L is responsible tor 
particular aspects of the roll-out such as network 
design, picture quality 1nd testing of equipment. 







chains and other services with branches or outlets in 

different suburbs, cities or states. 

A problem for telecommunications operators such as 

Telstra is that, over the _yearsthey have invested in and 

put in place a range of different proprietary and special 

ised equipment, computers and software, making the 
integratim1 of services a;d support a major challenge. 

TRL and Telstra are taking part in a global effort to 
standardise telecommunications systems through their 
participation in . an mternational consortium developir1g 
TINA, a universal tel~c;;ommunications information 
networking architecture.. TINA provides a common 
software architecture for all telecommunications 
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A DIFFERENT SORT OF PLATYPUS 
TRL is continuaf/y assessing ways to consolidate Telstra's 
network into one platform that can support a/I of its 
business units. TINA-telecommunications information 
networking architecture- provides a common software 
architecture for the many different existing and planned 
applications run by Telstra and other network providers. 
TINA bridges the gaps between telecommunications and 
computer processing, paving the way for advanced 
applications like universal personal communications, 
multimedia conferencing, telemedicine and broadband 
virtual private networks. 
There are 12 TINft(tria1s-in-p1acer:fi9und the world and· 

,,., I!', " ' '>lo<, ' ii: 
Telstra's!p'roject based atTRL, PLA'TyPus-PLATform for 

}J ~ \ ' i TINA Prototyping-was the,j world's.first. 
It is p(ogre/si0lly being bopied by cq}hpan/ls else,~fiefe. 

. , \. ~ ' ' ,. J I ' RUTyPus nessoun off a number of o'tt,er1.projectsri(Jcluding 
~ ;l · I; I I ,, , • ~ 
Rl{/lfyTools, a-se_t:olsoffwam. developmint tools.;Jha:t-wifl 
automate parts of the development pro$ess associated with 
TINA applications. PLATyTools is beinfj}:prepared for 
commercialisation by major computer vendors. 
In a related project TRL is working with Telstra's 
Information and Technology Group to explore the use of 
TINA for a new generation of operation support systems 
that wi/1 enable Telstra to introduce new services to 
customers faster and more economicafly. 
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Telstra has earned a reputation worldwide for its reliable, high-performance network. The organis 

ation's commitment to network integrity will become more important to customers as the 'value 

added' factor of electronic information transfer increases. 

Business customers especially will demand totally secure, reliable, failsafe communications in the 

era of the paperless enterprise. Said one TRL network engineer, "If we're doing our job well, the 

customer should not know we're here. Success for us is a 

network that you are not even aware of, that performs 

flawlessly." 

TRL is Telstra's source of technical expertise for assessing, 

selecting and refining new network technologies. Its researchers 

test and monitor new network equipment, components and 

systems to rigorous standards, and give Telstra the credentials 

to operate new technologies through conducting laboratory 

trials and building prototypes. 

In selecting leading-edge - often untested- technologies to equip 

its network for future applications, Telstra has to be sure it 

will achieve reasonable returns and the best possible levels of 

service soon after the technology is introduced. 

The highest returns on a new technology are usually realised 

within the first few years. The few years prior to introduction 

- when organisations do their homework, assessing, selecting, 
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testing and adapting the technology - have a significant bearing 
on early performance. By thinking three, five or more years 
ahead, TRL researchers allow Telstra to get ahead of new 
technologies, giving the organisation enough time to get some 
way up the learning curve in terms of skills, know-how and 
insights. 

What architectures and services will be possible in the future? 
Why will they- or won't they- work? Researchers here keep 
a watching brief on how telecommunications technology is 
advancing globally, and select the most promising and appropriate 
for laboratory investigation. 

Developments in optical planar wave guides, for example, may 
mean nothing to most people, but to TRL engineers they 
represent a major step towards the super-capacity, super-fast 
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'transparent' 
optical-fibre networks 
of the future, which 
could be vastly 
simplified by the 
almost complete 
absence of electronic 
switches. 

While experts agree that 
current component prices 
make such networks a 
distant reality, TRL 
researchers foresee a day 
when the unit price will 
dramatically tumble due to 
mass demand !lid production. 
This will allow T slstra- to 
progressively replace electronic; 
switches with photonic ones1 
starting at the core of the network 
and radiating out towards the 
customer interface, reducing operating 
costs and in()reasing services, 
flexibility, benefits that will flo~" o~ to 
customers. 

TRL has continued its work on SJDH 
synchronous digital hierarchy- al,'l:" 
advanced network-management tool that can automatically mobilise spare capacity 
to prevent 'outages' due to accident or overload. 

And work continues on the assessment of ~~~ork. components against stringent 
performance stani:\ards, enco~ra:ging AustraH~I). electronics and components suppliers 
to aim for hlgh@r quality levels. ,,Indeed, because of 'r elstra' s reputation, its endorse 
ment of Australian products enhai;ices their .e1eport value overseas. 



SDH AND 'SELF-HEALING' 
Optical fibre and ATM will allow Telstra to provide such versatile and convenient 
service that both domestic and business users will find themselves relying more 
and more on the public network to manage their businesses and their lives. 
Networks will need to be failsafe and extremely fault-tolerant to maintain the 
trust of customers. 

TRL has been developing 'self-healing' network management systems based on 
SDH-synchronised digital hierarchy SDH makes use of an optical-fibre network's 
extremely high capacity by making available alternative paths along which traffic 
can be re-directed according to demand. This feature will enable Telstra to 
efficiently manage traffic on major routes during periods of heavy congestion. 

This same redundancy will protect the network 
from accident- the worst-case scenario often 
cited is that of a backhoe digging through a cable. 
A sophisticated SDH network management 
system would respond within milliseconds by 
re-routing signals on the damaged line to the 
pre-determined alternative path. The network 
would barely miss a beat. 

SHOCK-PROOFING THE NETWORK 
TRL has continued its research on the impact on 
telecommunications equipment of overvoltage 
from electrical stress and lightning damage. 

Every year in Australia about 15 million lightning 
bolts hit the ground. TRL collects data on power 
surges and transients that occur on Telstra's 
cables, particularly those located in high-risk 
areas. This enables Telstra to determine the 
appropriate level of protection tor equipment. 

Although optical fibre cables are less susceptible 
to lightning damage than copper transmission 
lines, the sophisticated switching and exchange 
equipment in place today is more susceptible to 
surges than its predecessors and is also more 
susceptible to static electricity damage from 
human handling. 5 
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SPOT-ON STRESS MONITORING 
No matter how carefully it's installed, optical-fibre 
cable needs to be constantly monitored because 
of its sensitivity to stress. Stress -due to pressure 
from an overlying rock, tor example- impairs the 
light-guiding ability of the optical-fibre core. 

Predicting where stress will occur and pinpoint 
ing its location is the key to preventing breakdowns 
in optical-fibre transmission. TRL has developed 
a highly sensitive optical radar instrument designed 
to pick up light reflected from faults along the 
length of a fibre. 
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ifhe oevice has been successfully used to pinpoint and estimate the extent of damage on 
I 
Fan undersea optical fibre cable that had been accidentally snagged by a ship's anchor in 
etwtn Harbour. 

fA.part from testing the cable for strain, TRL's optical fibre i/i'OM was able to test for sea 
~at~r seepage imo thf! cable, som~thing that t~adition~I =: are not able ta messure. 
14s a result of the tests, Telstra's Fibre and RadJO Applications Group were persuaded to 
eouce a one-kj/ometre length of the moisture- and strain-damaged fibre, fully restoring 
'hf! cabJe's capacity and performance. 
I 
fhe longer wavelength used in TRL's in$trument makes it more sensitive than traditional 
iinstroments. ft can detect even slight stresses on optical ftibr& cable weeks before they 
~esult in transmission problems, enabling repair crews to take preventative action. TRL 

1as commissioned a commercial model for use by Telstra'.s line-maintenance crews. 

'Service quality begins with reliability-reliability of the largest network systems, down 
1to the smallest components. Microelectronic components in particular may be small, 
1but their function is often quite important to network integrity. 

ThJt .. /:Jest time to assess the. reli~bility of components is before installation, to prevent 
'expensive maintenance problems and equipment failure once the components ate in place, 

lone example is application specific integrated circuits (AS/Cs), semiconductor devices 
1that carry out highly specialised functions. Because they we developed for specific 
utpos@s, AS/Cs ate manufactured in small volumes and may not be subjected to the 
'ifJorous qu~fity couttot« of more common int@grated circuits. Consequ@ntty their 
·efiability can vary between batches and between manufacturers. 
L 
1JRL has the only team in the country able to fully test the reliability of semiconductors. 
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Compared to Europe or the United States, Australia,s telecommunications market is small. 
Yet the rest of the world takes notice when Telstra talks technical standards. 

---- 

STANDARDS, REGULATION AND CUSTOMER REASSURANCE 

If an information superhighway was to 
be built in the same fashion as Australia's 
early railway lines-with tracks of 
different sizes in each state - imagine 
how difficult information transfer would 
be across 'borders'. You'd have to 
constantly change 'trains' to enter each 
new technical environment. At worst, 
you'd be unable to reach your destination. 

Global standards ensure that the 
emerging information superhighway is 
accessible to everyone, providers and 
users alike. Standards reassure customers 
that they will not be 'locked in' by 
proprietary boundaries through their 
choice of equipment, service or provider, 
in the way that computer users have 
been in the past. Standards also provide 
a foundation for the smooth end-to-end 
flow of information, without intervening 
technical barriers. 

TRL's Standards and Regulatory group 
has continued co-ordinating Telstra' s 
participation in national and internation 
al standards bodies such as the ITU 
(International Telecommunication 
Union). 
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For example, the TRL group provided 
advice to the AUSTEL committee 
responsible for planning Australia's new 
national numbering system. In future, 
services providers requiring systematic, 
recognisable numbering systems for new 
products, like FreeCall™ 1-800, will 
benefit from this work-not to mention 
the customers who use the services. 

Telstra's commitment to its customers is 
reflected in the effort it is now putting in 
to safeguard their future interests. TRL' s 
Standards and Regulatory group helped 
AUSTEL devise an end-to-end minimum 
service standard for Australian telecommun 
ications post-1997, when the market will 
be fully deregulated. 

Without an agreed standard, customers 
would have no guarantee in a competitive 
market that the basic telephone service 
would be available at a fixed cost, or 
would be readily available across different 
carriers. 

TRL's input was vital to the development 
of a basic service standard. "If not for 
Telstra, that technical standard would not 
have happened. No one else had the 
technical expertise to do it," commented 
one expert. The standard is worded in 
Plain English so that customers will have 
a clear idea of what, and what not, to 
expect. 

Telstra was also a founding member of 
DAVIC - an international standards forum 
that is assessing all of the possible 
elements involved in the delivery of future 
multimedia communications, such as 
information storage and retrieval systems, 
and the TV 'set-top box'. 

FOLLOWING AUSTRALIA'S LEAD 
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Although the Australian telecommunications market is much smaller than 
those of the United States or Europe, Telstra has made Australia a highly 
respected player in the United Nations-like world of international 
telecommunications standards. 
• In the early days of faxes, Telstra recognised that customers would become 
increasingly disadvantaged by competing proprietary systems. So it 
strongly supported the development and refinement of international fax 
standards. 

TRL was the first laboratory in the world to achieve inter 
working between Japanese and American fax machines. 
This eventually led to the early adoption of the 'Group 3' fax 
standard which has accelerated the worldwide growth of the 
fax market-and has since made life easier for a generation 
of fax users. 
• Early standards for optical-fibre transmission lines were 
devised in Europe where distances between towns are 
relatively short. Telstra and TRL were able to demonstrate 
that expensive signal repeaters could successfully be 

placed at longer intervals along an optical-fibre cable, reducing 
equipment and maintenance costs. 
• Without Telstra's and TRL's input to standards for SDH 
synchronised digital hierarchy, a network-wide system that 
protects against 'outages' - telecommunications operators 
globally would have had difficulty connecting SDH to SONET 
architecture (SONET is used instead of SDH in the United 
States). 
• TRL researchers helped the ITU formulate the X.500 set of 
international standards for electronic directory software and 
then developed one of the world's first corporate electronic 
directories for Telstra. 
• Services definition for ISDN (integrated services digital 
network) has been enhanced for customers through 
Telstra's participation in the ITU. Telstra was the first 
network provider in the world to offer customers primary 
rate ISDN access nationally 
• Telstra has played a key role in getting international 
agreement on a common keypad design standard for 
PHONEWORDS, an intelligent network service in which 
users key in words - like 'doctor' or 'pizza' - rather 
than numbers for service access. Telstra prepared a 
submission to a major European standards group, 
ETSI, on standard keypad layout. ETSI has since 
adopted the recommendation. 



ADSI 
Analog display services interface. A screen-phone technology that will 
enable users to access and control network features and interactive services 
via screen menus 

ADSL 
Asymmetric digital subscriber line. A technology that enables digitally 
compressed video signals to be carried over the conventional telephone 
network 

ATM 
Asynchronous transfer mode. A fast packet switching protocol that allows 
voice, text and data to be transmitted simultaneously across optical fibre, 
coaxial cable or copper networks 

Broadband 
Communications technology that has a data transmission capacity of more 
than one Mbit/ s. Broadband is essential to the transmission of video images 

Computer telephone integration (CTI) 
A technology that will allow users to carry out voice communications 
through a computer interface 

Convergence 
The integration of computing, communications and content 

EBN 
Experimental broadband network. A Telstra non-commercial broadband 
test network that utilises A TM technology to support a range of broadband 
multimedia and narrowband information transfer 

Frame relay 
A high-speed, bandwidth on demand packet switching technique that 
provides cost-effective connectivity for remote personal computers and 
LANs 

Full service network (FSN) 
A Telstra term for the information superhighway. A full service network 
will have the capacity to provide telephone services as well as pay TV and 
interactive broadband services 

Gbit/s - see Mbit/s 

Intelligent agents/navigators 
Advanced electronic information retrieval systems that will locate 
appropriate online information with minimum input from the user 

LAN 
Local area network. A short-range (typically within an office or building) 
high-bandwidth communications network that links computers, printers and 
other peripheral devices under standard control 

Mbit/s (or Gbit/s) 
Megabits or gigabits per second. Units for measuring the rate of digital 
information transfer - a megabit per second is a rate of a million bits per 
second, a gigabit a billion bits 

Multimedia 
Involves the use of two or more modes of communication (voice, data, 
text, graphics, video) simultaneously 

Narrowband 
Communication technology that has a data transmission capacity of under 
one Mbit/s. Narrowband includes on-line interactive services such as 
Internet 

Optical amplifier 
A small section of specially doped optical fibre that, when pumped by 
another laser, amplifies a multiple wavelength signal. New power amplifiers 
and pre-amplifiers can boost a signal strongly enough for it to travel over 
long distances without the need for intervening signal regenerators 

PDA 
Personal digital assistant. A single mobile terminal that combines a number 
of functions-phone, fax, pager, personal organiser and computer 

PLATyPus 
A TINA project carried out by TRL through which researchers have 
produced a set of software engineering tools that can streamline the task 
of building TINA applications 

Priority One3™ 
A Telstra intelligent network service that provides call delivery on the basis 
of origin-dependent call routing 

Public key cryptography 
A communications security system under which each user is issued with a 
confidential private key and a public key, providing more extensive privacy 
protection than single-key systems 5 

5 SDH 
Synchronous digital hierarchy. A transmission standard that organises 
communications traffic in a hierarchy to achieve more efficient use of 
network capacity 

Set-top box 
An intelligent communications unit that will link a user's TV set to an 
external cable socket, providing sophisticated control, security and delivery 
of online services 

Smart cards 
Plastic cards equipped with tiny microprocessors that allow them to store 
and process information as well as provide secure user access to services 

TINA 
Telecommunications information networking architecture. A software 
architecture that will allow for the convergence of telecommunications, 
computing and broadcasting and advanced network management 

Universal personal communications 
A model for future networks in which wireless access and network 
intelligence will provide integrated personal and business communications 
mobility 

Video compression 
A technique whereby video signals can be digitally compressed by up to 
a factor of 100 for transmission at rates of between 1.5 and 6 Mbit/s 

Video on demand 
A service through which people could access large databanks of movies, 
educational programs and information through a multimedia interface, then 
control program viewing using pause, rewind, etc. Near video on demand 
would involve commencing the broadcast of programs at short, regular 
intervals without user control. 
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